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Safavynia SA, Ting LH. Task-level feedback can explain tempo-
ral recruitment of spatially fixed muscle synergies throughout postural
perturbations. J Neurophysiol 107: 159–177, 2012. First published
September 28, 2011; doi:10.1152/jn.00653.2011.—Recent evidence
suggests that complex spatiotemporal patterns of muscle activity can
be explained with a low-dimensional set of muscle synergies or
M-modes. While it is clear that both spatial and temporal aspects of
muscle coordination may be low dimensional, constraints on spatial
versus temporal features of muscle coordination likely involve differ-
ent neural control mechanisms. We hypothesized that the low-dimen-
sional spatial and temporal features of muscle coordination are inde-
pendent of each other. We further hypothesized that in reactive
feedback tasks, spatially fixed muscle coordination patterns—or mus-
cle synergies—are hierarchically recruited via time-varying neural
commands based on delayed task-level feedback. We explicitly com-
pared the ability of spatially fixed (SF) versus temporally fixed (TF)
muscle synergies to reconstruct the entire time course of muscle
activity during postural responses to anterior-posterior support-sur-
face translations. While both SF and TF muscle synergies could
account for EMG variability in a postural task, SF muscle synergies
produced more consistent and physiologically interpretable results
than TF muscle synergies during postural responses to perturbations.
Moreover, a majority of SF muscle synergies were consistent in
structure when extracted from epochs throughout postural responses.
Temporal patterns of SF muscle synergy recruitment were well-
reconstructed by delayed feedback of center of mass (CoM) kinemat-
ics and reproduced EMG activity of multiple muscles. Consistent with
the idea that independent and hierarchical low-dimensional neural
control structures define spatial and temporal patterns of muscle
activity, our results suggest that CoM kinematics are a task variable
used to recruit SF muscle synergies for feedback control of balance.

balance; center of mass; electromyography; motor control

A FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEM in motor control is how the central
nervous system (CNS) chooses among an overabundant set of
muscles and joints to execute a movement (Bernstein 1967).
Recent evidence in a variety of tasks across species suggests
that complex spatiotemporal patterns of muscle activity can be
explained with a low-dimensional set of muscle synergies
(Cheung et al. 2005; d’Avella and Bizzi 2005; Hart and Giszter
2004; Ivanenko et al. 2005; Krouchev et al. 2006; Saltiel et al.
2001; Ting and Macpherson 2005; Torres-Oviedo and Ting
2007; Tresch et al. 1999). However, previous analyses have
either identified low-dimensional structures that constrain the
spatial groupings of muscles, leaving temporal patterns uncon-

strained (Fig. 1A) (Hart and Giszter 2004; Saltiel et al. 2001;
Torres-Oviedo and Ting 2007) or identified low-dimensional
structure in the temporal features of muscle activity, leaving
spatial patterns unconstrained (Fig. 1B) (Cappellini et al. 2006;
Ivanenko et al. 2004, 2005). Although both spatial and tempo-
ral constraints on muscle coordination may be low dimen-
sional, they likely involve different neural control mechanisms
(Ivanenko et al. 2005; Kargo and Giszter 2000; Kargo et al.
2010; McCrea and Rybak 2008). Specifically, in postural
responses to perturbations, temporal muscle activation patterns
are due to task-level sensorimotor feedback (Welch and Ting
2008), as opposed to feedforward temporal patterns that may
drive locomotor behaviors.

A number of studies have proposed that muscle synergies
have spatially fixed muscle weightings but are subject to
time-varying temporal recruitment (Clark et al. 2010; Hart and
Giszter 2004; Kargo et al. 2010). In this organization, a
spatially fixed (SF) muscle synergy represents a group of
muscles with fixed ratios of activation that can be recruited by
variable temporal neural commands to execute a task in a
feedforward or feedback manner (Fig. 1A). SF muscle syner-
gies are recruited across a range of locomotor tasks with
varying temporal recruitment patterns (Clark et al. 2010;
d’Avella and Bizzi 2005). For example, changes in the tem-
poral recruitment of SF muscle synergies can vary from step to
step in human walking, as well as systematically across a range
of speeds (Clark et al. 2010). In reactive tasks, altered temporal
recruitment patterns of SF muscle synergies account for many
directions of movement and postural configurations (Hart and
Giszter 2004; Kargo and Giszter 2000; Ting and Macpherson
2005; Torres-Oviedo et al. 2006; Torres-Oviedo and Ting
2007, 2010). However, in our previous studies of balance
control, analyses of SF muscle synergy recruitment were lim-
ited to gross variations in a few large time bins (�75 ms)
during the initial portion of the postural response. It remains
unclear whether SF muscle synergies can account for the finer
dynamics of muscle activity throughout the entire postural
response, including later periods that are more heavily influ-
enced by ongoing body motion and descending commands.

It has been alternatively proposed that muscle synergies are
temporally fixed patterns of muscle recruitment that are cou-
pled to spatially varying muscle weightings (Cappellini et al.
2006; Ivanenko et al. 2004, 2005). In a temporally fixed (TF)
muscle synergy organization, rhythmic motor patterns are
constructed in a feedforward manner through a set of pre-
defined temporal recruitment patterns that activate variable
spatial patterns of muscle activity across conditions (Fig. 1B).
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In locomotion, a few temporal patterns can be recruited across
step cycles to reproduce electromyographic (EMG) patterns
across different walking speeds (Ivanenko et al. 2004) and
when walking is combined with other voluntary tasks
(Ivanenko et al. 2005). However, it may not be possible to
dissociate spatial from temporal organization during cyclical
locomotor tasks where temporal and spatial features of muscle
activity tend to be correlated.

Recent evidence suggests that low-dimensional temporal
patterns may be used to recruit SF muscle synergies. For
example, fixed-duration temporal pulses are sufficient to ex-
plain muscle activation patterns described by SF muscle syn-
ergies in frog preparations (Hart and Giszter 2004). Similarly,
temporal patterns of muscle activity in postural perturbations
during balance are defined by a low-dimensional sensorimotor
transformation based on feedback control of center of mass
(CoM) motion (Lockhart and Ting 2007; Welch and Ting
2008, 2009). CoM kinematics are task-level variables that must

be estimated from multisensory integration (Peterka 2002) and
encapsulate the net motion of the body. By assigning unique
feedback gains to CoM displacement, velocity, and accelera-
tion for each muscle at a common delay, the model can
reconstruct the entire time course of muscle activity in multiple
muscles throughout the leg and trunk (Lockhart and Ting 2007;
Welch and Ting 2008, 2009). Moreover, the model can explain
temporal patterns of muscle activity that vary with perturbation
characteristics. While it is unknown whether this model can be
used to describe the recruitment of SF muscle synergies, CoM
feedback likely recruits SF muscle synergies because SF mus-
cle synergies produce forces necessary for CoM control across
a range of postural configurations (Chvatal et al. 2011; McKay
and Ting 2008; Ting and Macpherson 2005; Torres-Oviedo et
al. 2006). A hierarchical structure in which low-dimensional
temporal patterns recruit spatial structures defining muscle
activation patterns is also consistent with current theories about
locomotor pattern generation (Hart and Giszter 2004; McCrea
and Rybak 2008) and trajectory formation (Berniker et al.
2009; Kargo et al. 2010).

Here we hypothesized that during human balance control,
low-dimensional temporal feedback mechanisms recruit SF
muscle synergies. Specifically, we predicted that SF muscle
synergies are modulated by delayed feedback of CoM through-
out perturbation responses. To test this hypothesis, we exam-
ined muscle synergy structure and recruitment in 10-ms bins
throughout postural responses to support-surface translations
including later, previously unexplored epochs that extend be-
yond perturbation deceleration and feature very different com-
binations of muscle activity and CoM kinematics compared
with the initial postural response. We explicitly compared SF
versus TF muscle synergies on their ability to reconstruct EMG
activity in reactive postural responses. We then analyzed the
structure and recruitment of SF muscle synergies extracted
from epochs throughout postural responses to perturbations.
We predicted that SF muscle synergies would have consistent
structure regardless of the extraction epoch. Furthermore, we
predicted that a feedback model based on CoM kinematics
would be able to reproduce SF muscle synergy recruitment
patterns and reliably reconstruct SF muscle synergy activity
throughout postural responses to perturbations.

METHODS

Summary

To determine the organization and control of muscle synergies
throughout a postural task, we recorded human postural responses to
multidirectional ramp-and-hold translations of the support surface.
We investigated different hypotheses on muscle synergy organization
by extracting both SF and TF muscle synergies from the entire
postural response. We compared SF versus TF muscle synergy struc-
ture and EMG reconstructions. We then compared SF muscle synergy
structures across epochs to determine their degree of consistency
across the time course of postural responses. We investigated task-
level control of SF muscle synergies by applying a delayed feedback
model based on CoM kinematics to reconstruct muscle synergy
recruitment throughout anterior-posterior (A-P) perturbations. We
compared observed and reconstructed SF muscle synergy recruitment
patterns and examined the ability of the feedback model to reconstruct
trial-by-trial variability in SF muscle synergy recruitment. To ensure
that our models of SF muscle synergy recruitment were adequate to

Fig. 1. Hypotheses and concepts explored in the present study. A: muscle
synergies with fixed spatial weightings [spatially fixed (SF) muscle synergies].
Here the nervous system organizes muscle activity spatially. The nervous
system can variably recruit SF muscle synergies when a specific muscle
combination is desired throughout a task in a feedback or feedforward manner.
B: muscle synergies with fixed temporal recruitment [temporally fixed (TF)
muscle synergies]. In this hypothesis, the nervous system uses fixed temporal
sequences to recruit muscles during a task, consistent with feedforward
control. When a specific temporal sequence is executed, a set of muscles that
can vary across directions and trials is chosen to reproduce EMG activity
necessary to achieve the task.
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describe actual EMG data, we reconstructed individual muscle activ-
ity from reconstructed SF muscle synergy recruitment patterns.

Data Collection

Eight healthy subjects (5 men, 3 women; mean age � SD: 23.5 �
2 yr) were exposed to ramp-and-hold perturbations according to an
experimental protocol approved by the Georgia Tech and Emory
University Institutional Review Boards. Subjects stood on a platform
that translated in 12 directions in the horizontal plane. To minimize
anticipatory adjustments while maximizing EMG variability, 5 repe-
titions were randomly presented over 12 directions for a total of 60
trials. Translations were 12.4 cm in displacement, 35 cm/s in velocity,
and 0.5 g in acceleration.

EMG activity was recorded from 16 muscles on the right leg and
trunk. The muscles included rectus abdominis (REAB), tensor
fascia lata (TFL), tibialis anterior (TA), semitendinosus (SEMT),
biceps femoris, long head (BFLH), rectus femoris (RFEM), pero-
neus (PERO), medial gastrocnemius (MGAS), lateral gastrocne-
mius (LGAS), erector spinae (ERSP), external oblique (EXOB),
gluteus medius (GMED), vastus lateralis (VLAT), vastus medialis
(VMED), soleus (SOL), and adductor magnus (ADMG). Raw EMG
data were collected at 1,080 Hz and then processed according to
custom MATLAB routines. Data were high-pass filtered at 35 Hz,
de-meaned, rectified, and then low-pass filtered at 40 Hz. Kinematic
and kinetic data were also collected for an estimation of CoM. Kinetic
data were collected at 1,080 Hz from force plates under the feet
(AMTI, Watertown, MA), and kinematic data were collected at 120
Hz with a six-camera Vicon motion capture system (Centennial, CO)
and a custom 25-marker set that included head-arms-trunk (HAT),
thigh, shank, and foot segments. CoM displacement and velocity were
calculated from kinematic data as a weighted sum of segmental
masses (Winter 2005); CoM acceleration was calculated from ground
reaction forces (F � ma).

Data Processing

To test whether postural responses could be explained with a SF
versus a TF muscle synergy organization, it was necessary to account
for muscle activity with high resolution. Therefore, for each trial,
EMG data were parsed into 10-ms bins in which mean EMG activity
was found. Each muscle was normalized to maximum EMG activity
across all epochs and perturbation directions for visualization pur-
poses. A data matrix was assembled for EMG activity during the
entire perturbation response (100–800 ms after perturbation onset)
over all trials, resulting in (70 time bins � 12 directions � 5
repetitions) � 4,200 points for each of 16 muscles. Note that because
postural muscle activity begins �100 ms after a perturbation (Horak
and Macpherson 1996), EMG epochs were chosen at a delay of 100
ms with respect to platform motion.

To further test the hypothesis that muscle synergies are spatially
invariant, EMG data from the entire perturbation were further ana-
lyzed in four smaller epochs corresponding to platform acceleration
(start; 100–250 ms after platform onset), maximum platform velocity
(plateau; 250–450 ms after onset), platform deceleration (stop; 450–
600 ms), and after deceleration (stable; 600–800 ms) (Fig. 2). We did
not include a background epoch because background EMG was �5%
of maximum activity; thus SF muscle synergies were more likely
accounting for noise than relevant features of this quiescent data set.
SF muscle synergies from the entire perturbation were able to recon-
struct background EMG within 10% of actual EMG.

Muscle Synergy Extraction

We used nonnegative matrix factorization (NNMF) to extract both
SF and TF muscle synergies from EMG activity throughout postural
responses to perturbations (Lee and Seung 1999; Ting and Chvatal

2010). The NNMF algorithm is a linear decomposition technique that
decomposes an original EMG matrix E into spatial muscle weightings
W and temporal recruitment patterns C. The NNMF algorithm
chooses nonnegative matrices W and C at random initially and
modifies their composition to minimize the sum of squared errors
between the actual (E) and reconstructed (E�) EMG matrices as
shown below:

E � WC � error

error � �
i

�
j

�Eij � Eij
��2

For a prespecified number of muscle synergies Nsyn, the activity of
a muscle Mi is reconstructed by linearly combining muscle weight-
ings Wi with temporal recruitment patterns C according to the
equation

Mi � �
j�1

Nsyn

wi,jC j

For SF muscle synergies, the muscular composition of muscle
synergies, W, does not change, although their recruitment coeffi-
cients, C, can vary at each time point for each trial. By contrast, for
TF muscle synergies, the temporal recruitment patterns C do not
change, although their muscular compositions W can change across
conditions (Fig. 1).

SF muscle synergies. To test the hypothesis that muscle synergies
have fixed spatial weightings with varying temporal recruitment, we
used NNMF to extract SF muscle synergies from EMG data matrices
as previously used in postural responses (Torres-Oviedo et al. 2006).
In this case, the muscular composition of SF muscle synergies W is
held fixed, and the temporal recruitment coefficients C can vary at
each time point for each trial. We constructed our EMG data matrix
to have the dimensions m � s, where m is the number of muscles and
s is the number of samples (bins � directions � repetitions). This
ensured that the NNMF algorithm would yield spatially fixed muscle
weightings W (m � n matrix) with varying temporal recruitment
coefficients C (n � s matrix). We then scaled the rows of the data
matrix to have unit variance, weighting the variance of each muscle
equally.

We extracted SF muscle synergies W from 60% of trials and
reconstructed muscle activity in all trials. Keeping the muscle weight-
ings W constant, we varied temporal recruitment coefficients C to
minimize the sum of squared errors between actual and reconstructed
EMG patterns. Although we further extracted SF muscle synergies
from individual epochs of trials, we ensured that the same set of trials
was used for extraction and validation. To compare SF muscle
synergy structure across different epochs, we took the unit variance
scaling factors from the start epoch data matrix and applied them to
all data matrices for a subject. We then ran the NNMF algorithm; after
the algorithm was complete, we unscaled the data and normalized
each SF muscle synergy to its maximum muscle composition, result-
ing in muscle compositions between 0 and 1.

TF muscle synergies. To compare the results of SF muscle syner-
gies against the hypothesis that muscle synergies have fixed temporal
recruitment patterns with varying spatial muscle activation, we also
extracted TF muscle synergies to yield fixed temporal recruitment
patterns. In this case, the matrix C specifies the fixed temporal
recruitment patterns, and the weighting coefficients W can change
across conditions. We constructed our EMG data matrix to have
dimension t � r, where t is the number of time points and r is the
number of (muscles � directions � trials), so that the NNMF
algorithm would yield temporally fixed recruitment patterns C (t � n
matrix) with spatially varying weightings W (n � r matrix) (Ivanenko
et al. 2003). To weight the variance of each muscle equally, we
reshaped the data matrix to have individual muscle activity in col-
umns, scaled the columns of the matrix to have unit variance, and then
restored the original dimensions.
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We extracted TF muscle synergies from EMG activity in all
directions and trials throughout postural responses to perturbations.
For validation purposes, we extracted TF muscle synergies from 60%
of trials and reconstructed muscle activity in all trials. Keeping the
temporal recruitment patterns C constant, we varied muscle weighting
coefficients W to minimize the sum of squared errors between actual
and reconstructed EMG patterns. We ran the NNMF algorithm and
subsequently unscaled the data matrix to remove unit variance. Fi-
nally, we normalized the TF muscle synergies to their maximum level
of activation, yielding a value between 0 and 1 for each TF muscle
synergy.

Determination of Number of Muscle Synergies

We extracted 1–10 SF and TF muscle synergies throughout pos-
tural responses to perturbations in each subject, and further extracted
1–10 SF muscle synergies from individual epochs of the postural
response in each subject. For each data set, goodness of fit between
actual and reconstructed EMG was quantified with variability ac-
counted for (VAF), defined as 100 � uncentered Pearson’s coefficient
of determination (Zar 1999). VAF was evaluated both globally and for
all active muscles, ensuring the reproduction of relevant features of
the data set. While total VAF evaluates the entire data matrix as a

whole, muscle VAF evaluates individual muscles over directions,
time bins, and repetitions.

We used a combination of global and local criteria (Chvatal et al.
2011; Torres-Oviedo et al. 2006; Torres-Oviedo and Ting 2007, 2010)
to determine the fewest number of SF (Nsyn-S) or TF (Nsyn-T) muscle
synergies needed to faithfully reconstruct the EMG data matrix. For
each data set, we quantified the ability of SF versus TF muscle
synergies to account for the variability in the entire data set (total
VAF). We also quantified the ability of SF versus TF muscle syner-
gies to account for the variability in individual muscles (muscle VAF).
The number of SF or TF muscle synergies was increased as long as
total VAF and VAF across muscles improved. However, additional
SF or TF muscle synergies that contributed evenly to the VAF across
muscles were not included because they likely represented noise in the
data as opposed to variations between trials or muscles. VAF of Nsyn-S

and Nsyn-T was �75% for each subject overall and for the majority of
active muscles (�14 of 16) in all perturbation epochs. A previously
established criterion for choosing the number of TF muscle synergies
was to include TF muscle synergies until the total VAF improved by
�3% (Ivanenko et al. 2005). When applied to our data set, both
criteria yielded the same results with the exception of one TF muscle
synergy in two subjects. To ensure that Nsyn-S or Nsyn-T was appro-

D

Fig. 2. Representative postural response to a forward
ramp-and-hold perturbation. Subjects exhibit motion of
individual joints as well as center of mass (CoM) and
activate muscles over body segments in response to a
forward (90°) perturbation. Initially (start epoch), CoM
kinematics [displacement (d), velocity (v), acceleration
(a)] were all opposite the direction of platform motion.
However, when the platform decelerated (stop epoch),
CoM acceleration was in the opposite direction of CoM
displacement and velocity. Intermuscular coordination
patterns also changed throughout the perturbations; the
major muscles activated in the start epoch [tibialis anterior
(TA), erector spinae (ERSP), semitendinosus (SEMT)] were
different from those activated in the stop epoch [TA, vastus
medialis (VMED)]. Overlaid muscle traces shown are for
individual trials (5 total).
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priately determined, we also validated Nsyn-S and Nsyn-T, using factor
analysis (FA). One to ten factors were extracted, and likelihood ratios
were computed for the addition of another muscle synergy. We then
graphed the log likelihood versus number of factors; Nsyn-S and Nsyn-T

were chosen as the point on the log likelihood plot that had the
greatest curvature (Tresch et al. 2006). For SF muscle synergies, if
there was a discrepancy between Nsyn-S calculated from VAF versus
FA, we examined the spatial tuning curves of the SF muscle synergies
themselves. If the addition of a muscle synergy yielded a flat or
nondescript tuning curve, the additional SF muscle synergy was likely
accounting for noise and was not included in analysis. For TF muscle
synergies, there was no discrepancy between Nsyn-T with either VAF
or FA.

For both SF and TF muscle synergies, we estimated the VAF
confidence interval (CI) for each muscle synergy extraction and
ensured that the VAF CIs were nonoverlapping compared with SF or
TF muscle synergies extracted from a shuffled matrix of the same data
(Cheung et al. 2009). Each muscle was shuffled independently,
yielding the same values, range, and variance for muscles with
different intermuscular relationships. The 95% CI for VAF was
estimated with bootstrapping. All actual and shuffled data sets were
resampled 500 times with data replacement, and VAF was calculated
from each resampling. VAF values were then ordered; the 95% CI
was represented as the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles of VAF distribution.

Muscle Synergy Analysis

We compared the degree to which SF or TF muscle synergy
extractions could account for total and muscle VAF. We performed a
three-way ANOVA (subject � extraction method � data set) on total
and muscle VAF for SF and TF muscle synergies, using both actual
and shuffled data sets (Zar 1999). We then verified the level of
significance between groups, using Tukey-Kramer post hoc tests (� �
0.01).

SF and TF muscle synergies were used to reconstruct EMG
patterns for all perturbations. Measured and reconstructed data were
compared over trials, muscles, and perturbation directions to quantify
the ability of SF versus TF muscle synergies to faithfully reproduce
EMG activity throughout perturbations in all subjects. We used r2 and
VAF to quantify the similarity between measured and reconstructed
EMG (Torres-Oviedo et al. 2006; Zar 1999). Both centered (r2) and
uncentered (VAF) Pearson correlations were necessary: r2 is high when

shapes but not amplitudes of EMG traces are well matched, while VAF
is high when amplitude is high but shapes of traces are noisy.

We further determined the structural consistency of SF muscle
synergies across different epochs of perturbations by calculating
correlation coefficients (r) between pairs of SF muscle synergies. SF
muscle synergies from individual epochs were paired with SF muscle
synergies from all epochs pooled together that yielded the highest
value of r; this criterion ensured that only positive correlations
between SF muscle synergies were considered. We considered a pair
of SF muscle synergies to have consistent structure if r � 0.623,
which corresponds to the critical value of r2 for 16 elements at P �
0.01 (r2 � 0.388). However, because the NNMF algorithm constrains
muscle synergies to be nonnegative, we expected positive correlations
by chance. Therefore, we generated 25,000 random permutations of
the elements of SF muscle synergies extracted from the entire pertur-
bation for each subject, yielding a distribution of chance r values with
an expected mean (�) and standard deviation (�) (Berniker et al.
2009). An r-value of 0.623 corresponded to the 99th percentile of the
distribution (P � 0.008). Therefore, SF muscle synergy comparisons
with r � 0.623 were considered more similar than expected by
chance; comparisons with r � 0.623 were considered uncorrelated
and labeled as “additional.”

Feedback Model

To test our hypothesis that SF muscle synergies have time-varying
recruitment patterns that are modulated by temporal feedback pat-
terns, we fit SF muscle synergy recruitment patterns in anterior and
posterior directions by using a “jigsaw” model based on delayed
feedback of CoM kinematics as in previous studies (Welch and Ting
2009) (Fig. 3). The model assumes that CoM kinematic signals are
linearly combined to recruit SF muscle synergies in a feedback
manner. Using CoM horizontal displacement (d), velocity (v), and
acceleration (a), we reconstructed recruitment patterns C for each SF
muscle synergy Wi (CWi

) by assigning feedback gains (kd, kv, ka) at a
common time delay (	), representing neural transmission and pro-
cessing time, and then half-wave rectifying the muscle synergy
recruitment pattern found, using the equation below:

CWi
� kdd�t � 	� � kvv�t � 	� � kaa�t � 	�

Muscle synergies extracted from pooled perturbation epochs were
used to reconstruct EMG activity throughout all A-P trials, yielding

Fig. 3. Delayed feedback model. Recorded CoM
kinematics from anterior-posterior (A-P) perturba-
tions are used to reconstruct SF muscle synergy
recruitment patterns throughout a perturbation. Each
component of CoM motion is multiplied by a feed-
back gain at a common time delay and linearly added
to produce a reconstructed SF muscle synergy re-
cruitment pattern.
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temporal recruitment patterns. The recruitment patterns were then
interpolated and resampled at 1,000 Hz for finer resolution. For every
A-P trial, all active muscle synergies were included in analysis; an
active muscle synergy was defined as a muscle synergy that was
recruited at �20% of maximum activation (determined over all trials)
for at least 30 ms. All analyses were performed over a 1-s time
interval, beginning 100 ms before platform onset (t � 0) to the end of
the stable epoch of EMG activity following the end of the perturbation
(tend; 900 ms after perturbation onset). The initial feedback gains ki

were constrained to be between �5 and 5; this range was about an
order of magnitude larger than the range of typical feedback gain
values. The time delay 	 was restricted to be between 90 and 150 ms,
a range encompassing physiological delays of muscle activity to
postural responses (Horak and Macpherson 1996). For each muscle
synergy, three feedback gains (ki) and a common time delay (	) were
identified that best reproduced the SF muscle synergy recruitment
patterns according to the cost function

min��s�0

tend em
2 dt � �kmax�
em
��

The first term penalized the squared error (em) between recorded and
simulated muscle synergy recruitment patterns throughout the pertur-
bation with weight �s. The second term penalized maximum error
between simulated and recorded data at any point in time with weight
�k. The ratio of �s to �k was 10:1. Temporal patterns of recruitment
for each SF muscle synergy were determined independently, yielding
an independent set of feedback gains in response to the same CoM
kinematics for a given trial. Feedback gains were then averaged over
all trials and used to reconstruct SF muscle synergy recruitment
patterns for active muscle synergies.

We also quantified the similarity between SF muscle synergy
recruitment patterns obtained from experimental data and those re-
constructed from the delayed feedback model. Recruitment patterns
were considered well-reconstructed when mean r2 � 0.5 or mean
VAF � 75% for all trials in an active SF muscle synergy. The
reconstructed SF muscle synergy recruitment patterns were also used
to reconstruct observed EMG throughout A-P perturbations; r2 and
VAF were used to quantify the similarity between recorded and
reconstructed EMG.

RESULTS

Summary

For each subject, a small number of both SF and TF muscle
synergies was able to explain the majority of the variability in
muscle activity throughout the time course of postural re-
sponses to perturbations. A small number of SF muscle syn-
ergies (�7) accounted for significantly more EMG variability
than a small number of TF muscle synergies. In each subject,
a consistent set of SF muscle synergies was found across
different epochs of postural responses. Furthermore, in anterior
and posterior perturbations, SF muscle synergies exhibited
variable recruitment patterns across trials, which were suffi-
cient to explain differences in EMG patterns across trials and
in different perturbation epochs. Temporal patterns of SF
muscle synergy recruitment in anterior and posterior perturba-
tions were well-reconstructed by delayed feedback of CoM
kinematics in all subjects. Trial-by-trial variations in SF mus-
cle synergy recruitment patterns were accounted for by trial-
by-trial differences in CoM kinematics and a fixed set of
feedback gains (kd, kv, ka). Thus EMG patterns measured
throughout A-P perturbations could be reconstructed by a
low-dimensional delayed feedback model that recruits SF mus-
cle synergies based on CoM kinematics.

Postural Responses Throughout Perturbations

CoM kinematics and intermuscular coordination patterns
differed across perturbation epochs in postural responses to
ramp-and-hold perturbations (Fig. 2). During the start epoch,
CoM kinematic vectors (d, v, a) were all oriented in the same
direction, opposite that of platform acceleration. During the
stop epoch, the platform decelerated to a final position, such
that the resulting CoM acceleration vector was opposite the
direction of platform acceleration as well as opposite to the
CoM position and velocity vectors (Fig. 2). Similarly, some
muscles (e.g., ERSP, SEMT) had bursts mainly in the start
epoch in a manner resembling CoM acceleration. Other mus-
cles (e.g., VMED) showed increased activity later in the
perturbation, similar to CoM displacement. Another subset of
muscles (e.g., TA) showed an initial burst of activity followed
by sustained activity throughout the perturbation. In addition,
some muscles exhibited large bursts of activity at inconsistent
times during the postural response; these were largely proximal
muscles that moved the trunk, consistent with the “hip” strat-
egy. These types of responses were seen over all perturbation
directions for all subjects.

EMG Reconstructions Using SF Versus TF Muscle Synergies

We quantified the ability of SF versus TF muscle synergies
to reconstruct EMG variability (VAF) throughout a postural
task. However, because SF versus TF muscle synergy analyses
impose different constraints, we evaluated EMG reconstruc-
tions of SF versus TF muscle synergies in three ways to avoid
biasing results toward either an SF or a TF muscle synergy
organization. We first quantified total and muscle VAF, using
previously established criteria for the number of SF muscle
synergies (Nsyn-S). We then compared total VAF, muscle VAF,
and individual EMG reconstructions using Nsyn-S SF muscle
synergies to reconstructions using different numbers of TF
muscle synergies found by 1) previously established criteria for
identifying TF muscle synergies (Nsyn-T), 2) using the same
number of components as SF muscle synergies (Nsyn-S), and
3) roughly matching the total number of parameters present in
the model with Nsyn-S SF muscle synergies (Nsyn-P).

SF muscle synergies reproduced postural EMG variability
better than TF muscle synergies using either similar criteria or
the same number of components (Fig. 4A). Across all subjects,
more SF muscle synergies (Nsyn-S: 5–7) were identified com-
pared with TF muscle synergies (Nsyn-T: 2–4). Nsyn-S SF
muscle synergies accounted for significantly more total VAF
than Nsyn-T TF muscle synergies across all subjects (Fig. 4A;
Nsyn-S total VAF � 85–92%, mean VAF � SD � 88 � 2%;
Nsyn-T total VAF � 75–85%, mean VAF � SD � 79 � 3%;
F[3,63] � 81.57, P � 10�16; P � 0.01 by Tukey-Kramer post
hoc analysis). Moreover, Nsyn-S SF muscle synergies accounted
for more muscle VAF than Nsyn-T TF muscle synergies in all
subjects at � � 0.01 (Nsyn-S muscle VAF � 31–100%, 85 �
13%; Nsyn-T muscle VAF � 75–85%, 79 � 3%; F[3,1023] �
79.25; P � 10�16; P � 0.01 by Tukey-Kramer post hoc
analysis). To ensure that the observed differences in VAF were
not due to the smaller number of TF muscle synergies, we
quantified VAF using Nsyn-S TF muscle synergies. The total
VAF of the data set using Nsyn-S TF muscle synergies was still
significantly lower than that of Nsyn-S SF muscle synergies
(Fig. 4A; Nsyn-S TF VAF � 85 � 2%; P � 0.01).
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We also evaluated EMG reconstructions using SF versus TF
muscle synergies to match the total number of parameters
present in the two methods of analysis (Nsyn-P TF vs. Nsyn-S SF
muscle synergies). A much larger number of TF muscle syn-
ergies was necessary (Nsyn-P: 20–29) in order to incorporate
roughly the same number of parameters for TF and SF muscle
synergy extractions. However, with Nsyn-P TF muscle syner-
gies, both total VAF and muscle VAF were significantly higher
than with Nsyn-S SF muscle synergies (Fig. 4A; Nsyn-P TF total
VAF � 95 � 1%, P � 0.05; Nsyn-P TF muscle VAF � 95 �
1%, P � 0.01).

The differences in total VAF between SF and TF muscle
synergies were found in each subject. For example, in a
representative subject (subject 1), six SF muscle synergies
were needed to meet the criteria for EMG reconstruction. By
contrast, only two TF muscle synergies were needed to meet
the criteria (Fig. 4B, left). On average, the lower limit of the
95% CI for total VAF of Nsyn-S SF muscle synergies was 4.0
CIs higher than the upper limit of the 95% CI for Nsyn-T TF
muscle synergies. In our representative subject, the lower limit
of the 95% CI for total VAF of Nsyn-S SF muscle synergies was
1.8 CIs higher than the upper limit of the 95% CI for Nsyn-S TF
muscle synergies (Fig. 4B). When comparing VAF as a func-
tion of the number of parameters, VAF was always higher for
TF versus SF muscle synergies (Fig. 4B, right). However, 25
TF muscle synergies were needed to incorporate the same
number of parameters as Nsyn-S SF muscle synergies.

SF muscle synergy structure was different from TF muscle
synergy structure, and TF muscle synergy structure varied
depending on the criteria used (Fig. 5A). Because SF muscle
synergies fractionated muscle activity spatially, each SF mus-

cle synergy corresponded to a specific muscle coordination
pattern. Note that muscles with multiple actions (i.e., RFEM)
can belong to more than one SF muscle synergy with presum-
ably different functions (e.g., W4: RFEM/TA; W6: RFEM/
quadriceps). Moreover, antagonistic muscles such as TA and
MGAS are not grouped in the same SF muscle synergy. In
contrast, TF muscle synergies fractionated muscle activity by
time (Fig. 5A, right). Each TF muscle synergy was activated in
a localized region in time; this time-localized region became
shorter and shorter as the number of TF muscle synergies
increased.

Individual muscle reconstructions were fundamentally dif-
ferent when using SF versus TF muscle synergies (Fig. 5B).
For example, in individual muscle reconstructions for a for-
ward-leftward (150°) perturbation using SF muscle synergies,
RFEM was reconstructed with W4 and W6. Moreover, antag-
onistic muscles TA and MGAS were reconstructed with dif-
ferent SF muscle synergies W4 and W2, respectively (Fig. 5B,
left). In contrast, regardless of the number of components used,
the majority of TF muscle synergies were used to reconstruct
any one muscle. For example, both C1 and C2 were used to
reconstruct RFEM as well as antagonistic muscles TA and
MGAS when using Nsyn-T TF muscle synergy components
(Fig. 5B). Although muscle reconstructions improved when
using Nsyn-S or Nsyn-P TF muscle synergies, a majority of TF
muscle synergies were still used to reconstruct all muscles.
Moreover, the increased localization of the TF muscle syner-
gies approached the time resolution of the EMG signals.

When reconstructing EMG data across perturbation direc-
tions, SF muscle synergies had more consistent temporal re-
cruitments than the spatial weightings of TF muscle synergies

Fig. 4. Variability accounted for (VAF) comparisons
using TF vs. SF muscle synergies. A: total and muscle
VAF for all subjects. Nsyn-S SF muscle synergies explain
a significantly larger portion of the data set than Nsyn-T or
Nsyn-S TF muscle synergies but significantly less variabil-
ity than Nsyn-P TF muscle synergies. Error bars represent
SD. *P � 0.05, ‡P � 0.01, ANOVA, Tukey-Kramer post
hoc tests. B: total VAF for subject 1. Left: total VAF vs.
number of components. Total VAF with Nsyn-S SF mus-
cle synergies is higher than VAF with Nsyn-T or Nsyn-S TF
muscle synergies. Both methods of synergy extraction
account for significantly more variability than with shuf-
fled muscle synergies. Right: total VAF vs. number of
parameters incorporated into the muscle synergy extrac-
tion. VAF of TF muscle synergies was always higher
than SF muscle synergies. However, many more TF
muscle synergies (25) were needed to incorporate the
same number of parameters as SF muscle synergies (6).
Error bars represent the estimated 95% confidence inter-
val of VAF.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of SF vs. TF muscle synergy structure and muscle reconstructions. A: muscle synergy structure. SF muscle synergies organize muscle activity
into groups of muscles that have common spatial activation patterns (left). TF muscle synergies organize muscle activity into consistent temporal patterns (right).
As the number of TF muscle synergies increases, temporal patterns of activation become more localized in time. Data are shown for subject 1. B: muscle
reconstructions during a forward-leftward (150°) perturbation. A small subset of SF muscle synergies was recruited to reconstruct each muscle (left). Note that
multiple SF muscle synergies contributed to the reconstruction of muscles with multiple actions [i.e., W4 and W6 for rectus femoris (RFEM)], and separate SF
muscle synergies were recruited in antagonistic muscle pairs [W4 for TA, W2 for medial gastrocnemius (MGAS)]. In contrast, a majority of TF muscle synergies
was recruited to reconstruct each muscle (right). The same TF muscle synergies were used to recruit antagonistic muscle pairs. Gray lines, smoothed EMG; black
lines, reconstructed EMG; colored lines, individual muscle synergy contributions. REAB, rectus abdominus; TFL, tensor fascia lata; BFLH, biceps femoris, long
head; PERO, peroneus; LGAS, lateral gastrocnemius; EXOB, external oblique; GMED, gluteus medius; VLAT, vastus lateralis; SOL, soleus; ADMG, adductor
magnus.
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(Fig. 6). Because muscle activity is tuned to certain spatial
directions, SF muscle synergies are recruited only in a subset
of directions. For example, in subject 1 W2 comprising mainly
calf muscles had large temporal patterns of recruitment in
backward and backward-leftward perturbations (210–300°)
that caused dorsiflexion (Fig. 6A). Although TF muscle syner-
gies are recruited across all perturbation directions, the muscle
weightings varied considerably. TF muscle synergy C1 was
mainly active in the initial postural response (Fig. 6B), acti-
vating mainly TA in forward-rightward perturbations (0–60°),
TA with proximal muscles (EXOB, GMED, TFL) in forward-
leftward perturbations (120–180°), and TA with calf muscles
(PERO, MGAS, LGAS, SOL) in backward-leftward perturba-
tions (210–270°). Because a single TF muscle synergy de-
scribes the muscle activity of a small time bin, the resulting

muscle weightings describe the EMG pattern during that time
bin.

SF Muscle Synergies Have Similar Structure Across
Perturbation Epochs

A small number of SF muscle synergies independently
extracted from different perturbation epochs could equally
explain the total EMG variability of postural responses. Only
3–7 SF muscle synergies were necessary to reconstruct the
activity of 16 muscles during postural perturbations in all
subjects, regardless of the extraction epoch (cf. Fig. 2). Four to
six SF muscle synergies accounted for EMG activity in start
(total VAF � 87 � 2%) and plateau (86 � 4%) epochs,
consistent with previous studies on human balance (Torres-
Oviedo and Ting 2007). In addition, three to six SF muscle

Fig. 6. Variable SF muscle synergy recruitment vs.
variable TF muscle synergy weighting across mul-
tidirectional perturbations. A: SF muscle synergies.
SF muscle synergy recruitment was variable over
directions but consistently recruited in backward
and leftward (210–300°) perturbations. B: TF mus-
cle synergies. TF muscle synergy weightings
changed considerably over directions and trials and
included antagonistic pairs of muscles. Data are
shown for the same subject as in Fig. 5 (subject 1).
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synergies were able to account for EMG activity in previ-
ously unexamined stop (88 � 4%) and stable (88 � 1%)
epochs with 10-ms bins. Five to seven SF muscle synergies
were necessary to reproduce EMG activity from the entire
perturbation (87 � 3%).

In all subjects, a subset of SF muscle synergies extracted
from individual epochs had consistent structure compared with
SF muscle synergies extracted from the entire perturbation.
Two to four SF muscle synergies per subject were consistent
across all epochs at P � 0.01 (0.62 � r � 1.0; r � 0.88 �
0.10). Moreover, one to five SF muscle synergies per subject
were not identified in every epoch but were consistent when-
ever they were found (0.66 � r � 1.0, r � 0.90 � 0.10). Six
of eight subjects had at least one additional SF muscle synergy;
these SF muscle synergies were most often found in the start
and plateau epochs and were most often composed of proximal
muscles that acted at the hip joint.

The level of consistency in SF muscle synergy structure
across epochs was robust for all subjects. For example, subject
7 had the highest comparisons between SF muscle synergy
pairs (Fig. 7A). In subject 7, four of the six SF muscle
synergies (W1, W2, W3, W6) were consistent across every
epoch (0.76 � r � 1.0, r � 0.92 � 0.073). W4 and W5 were
consistent across epochs where they were identified (0.68 �
r � 0.99, r � 0.90 � 0.15). Subject 5 had the lowest level of
consistency between SF muscle synergy pairs (Fig. 7B). For
subject 5, all six SF muscle synergies from the entire pertur-
bation (all) had consistent structure with SF muscle synergies
from various epochs (0.67 � r � 0.99, r � 0.86 � 0.10).
However, three additional SF muscle synergies (W7, W8, W9)
were identified. Of the additional SF muscle synergies, W7 was
composed primarily of ankle flexors TA and PERO, W8
consisted mainly of RFEM, a biarticular muscle that aids in hip
flexion, and W9 was composed mainly of hamstring muscles
(BFLH, SEMT) as well as muscles that act at the hip and trunk
(EXOB, ERSP, GMED).

Consistent SF Muscle Synergies Across Subjects

Although different subjects had different numbers of SF
muscle synergies, the muscular composition of SF muscle
synergies was similar across subjects (Fig. 8). Ten different SF
muscle synergies were found across all subjects. Two SF
muscle synergies (W2, W6) were found in all eight subjects
(0.71 � r � 0.96, r � 0.87 � 0.072) and had muscles spanning
the ankle and knee, respectively. Three additional SF muscle
synergies (W1, W2, W5) were found in seven of eight subjects
(0.62 � r � 0.95, r � 0.83 � 0.11), having actions of
hamstring and trunk muscles. Three of the remaining four SF
muscle synergies (W4, W7, W8) were found in only two to
four subjects; W4 was composed mainly of calf muscles, W7
of hip muscles, and W8 of hamstrings. Two SF muscle syner-
gies (W9 and W10) were statistically different from all of the
other SF muscle synergies and had a large hamstring or trunk
muscle contribution.

CoM Kinematic Feedback Reconstructs SF Muscle
Synergy Recruitment

SF muscle synergies exhibited time-varying recruitment
patterns across directions with considerable trial-to-trial vari-
ability (Fig. 9). For each perturbation direction, a subset of SF

muscle synergies was recruited to maintain balance. Each SF
muscle synergy was recruited in response to a subset of
perturbation directions. For example, data from a representa-
tive subject (subject 2) are shown for one forward and one
backward trial (Fig. 9A). In this subject, four muscle synergies
(W1, W3, W4, W6) were active (recruited at �20% of maxi-
mum activity for at least 30 ms) in forward (90°) perturbations;
W2 and W5 were active in backward (270°) perturbations. In
contrast, W4 was active in mediolateral (0°/180°) perturba-
tions. Within a given perturbation direction, active SF muscle
synergies were recruited at different times during the pertur-
bation. For forward perturbations, W1, W5, and W6 had bursts
of activity in the start epoch. While W6 was mainly active
during the start epoch alone, W1 and W5 had continued
activity extending through the stop epoch. W5 remained active
during the stable epoch. W3 was active in the plateau through
stable epochs, peaking during the stop epoch. For backward
perturbations, W2 was active in the start and plateau epochs.
W5 was active during the start epoch. SF muscle synergy
recruitment patterns also varied from trial to trial; for example,
W1 was recruited differently across five anterior perturbations
(Fig. 9B).

For each subject, a subset (2–7) of active SF muscle synergy
recruitment patterns was well reconstructed in A-P perturba-
tions. We only considered the recruitment of active SF muscle
synergies, which had �20% of maximum activity for at least
30 ms in a trial. In a subject representative of our average
results (subject 2), four of five SF muscle synergies (W1, W2,
W5, W6) were well-reconstructed (Fig. 9A). While W5 was
also defined as active in the backward direction by our criteria,
it was not well-reconstructed for backward perturbations (Fig.
9A). We defined a well-reconstructed SF muscle synergy
recruitment pattern to have an average r2 � 0.50 or VAF �
75% over all trials. This threshold was well above the recon-
struction of SF muscle synergy recruitment patterns using
shuffled CoM kinematics (r2 � 0.02 � 0.027; VAF � 31 �
16%). W1 responded similarly to backward position, velocity,
and acceleration, W2 responded mainly to forward velocity,
W5 responded mainly to backward position, and W6 re-
sponded mainly to backward acceleration. Time delays were
between 100 and 120 ms for all trials, consistent with postural
delays described in the literature. Although the feedback model
reconstructed most of the contour of the recruitment patterns, it
often did not account for short bursts in the start epoch of
individual trials (data not shown). However, these short bursts
were seen in perturbations of many directions and likely
represented cocontraction of muscles in response to the onset
of perturbation.

With the feedback model, a fixed set of feedback gains (kd,
kv, ka) could reconstruct trial-by-trial variability in SF muscle
synergy recruitment patterns (Fig. 9B) but could not account
for the time course of TF muscle synergies. While W1 was
recruited differently over all five forward perturbations, the
differences in W1 recruitment could be reconstructed by the
differences in CoM kinematics for each trial. For example, CoM
velocity peaked twice in trials 4 and 5; these peaks were seen in
the actual and reconstructed recruitment of W1 for these trials.
Similarly, CoM displacement remained high throughout trials 1
and 4, resulting in continued W1 recruitment (actual and recon-
structed) in the stable epoch for these trials. While CoM feed-
back on SF muscle synergies did not predict all bursts in SF
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muscle synergy recruitment (e.g., stop and stable epochs in
trial 2), CoM feedback on TF muscle synergies could not
account for any trial-by-trial variability, as the temporal
commands were fixed across trials for a given time epoch by
definition. Furthermore, a given TF muscle synergy exhib-
ited the same pattern of recruitment for all directions of
perturbation, resulting in inconsistent feedback gains for
every direction of perturbation.

A delayed feedback model based on CoM kinematics repro-
duced a majority of SF muscle synergy recruitment patterns
throughout A-P perturbations across all subjects. Across all
subjects, the recruitment patterns of 34 of 44 SF muscle
synergies were well reconstructed by the feedback model
(Fig. 8). For all SF muscle synergies, the model used a delay
(	) of 100 –130 ms, consistent with previously described
postural delays (Horak and Macpherson 1996; Nashner

Fig. 7. Comparison of SF muscle synergy
structure across various epochs throughout a
perturbation. A: comparisons for a subject
with high structural consistency (subject 7).
SF muscle synergies extracted independently
from start, plateau, stop, and stable epochs
were similar to those extracted from all ep-
ochs pooled together (all). W1, W2, W3, and
W6 were identified in every epoch, while W4
and W5 were only identified in some epochs.
B: comparisons for a subject with low struc-
tural consistency (subject 5). W3 and W6
were identified in every epoch, while W1,
W2, W4, and W5 were only identified in
some epochs. Three SF muscle synergies
were uncorrelated at P � 0.01 (r � 0.623)
and were considered “additional.” W7 was
mainly composed of ankle muscles TA and
PERO, W8 was mainly composed of RFEM,
a biarticular muscle that aids in hip flexion,
and W9 had large involvement of hamstrings
(BFLH, SEMT) and muscles with actions at
the trunk and hip (EXOB, ERSP, GMED).
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1976). Ten of the forty-four SF muscle synergies across
subjects were poorly reconstructed by the feedback model in
A-P perturbations (Fig. 8). These SF muscle synergies had
unpredictable and/or inconsistent recruitment patterns (e.g.,
Fig. 9A, W3). Eight of the ten poorly constructed SF muscle
synergies involved hip and hamstring muscles. Two more
poorly reconstructed SF muscle synergies had a major
contribution of RFEM, a biarticular muscle that aids in hip
flexion. In addition, two subjects had SF muscle synergies with
inconsistent feedback gains between A-P perturbations (4 SF
muscle synergies total). These SF muscle synergies also had
large contribution of mono- and biarticular muscles that act
at the hip. To determine whether hip angle kinematics could
be responsible for SF muscle synergy recruitment patterns
in the poorly reconstructed SF muscle synergies, we quali-
tatively compared the hip angle kinematics to muscle syn-
ergy recruitment. While the hip angle kinematics were
different from CoM kinematics, changes in hip kinematics
were not seen until after the onset of SF muscle synergy
recruitment patterns, making hip angle kinematics an un-

likely candidate for driving the recruitment of SF muscle
synergies with actions at the hip.

SF Muscle Synergies Recruited by CoM Feedback
Reproduce Temporal Variations in Muscle Activity

By flexibly combining SF muscle synergies with time-
varying recruitment patterns, a small set of SF muscle syner-
gies reconstructed muscle activity throughout postural re-
sponses to A-P perturbations (Fig. 10, left). Of 16 surface
EMGs, 5–7 SF muscle synergies were needed to reproduce
muscle activation patterns in all subjects. These SF muscle
synergies were able to reproduce bursts of activity seen in start
and stop epochs, as well as continuing muscle activity seen in
plateau and stable epochs for all A-P trials (r2 � 0.78 � 0.16;
VAF � 91 � 9%). It should be noted that the recruitment
patterns of individual SF muscle synergies (colored lines in
Fig. 10) were scaled differently for each muscle; the scaling
corresponds to the muscular contribution of each SF muscle
synergy (see Fig. 9, muscle synergy composition and recruit-
ment). Also note that multiple SF muscle synergies can con-

Fig. 8. SF muscle synergies extracted from the entire time course of perturbations for all subjects. Five of 10 SF muscle synergies (W1, W2, W3, W5, W6) were
similar in at least 7 of 8 subjects. Of the remaining SF muscle synergies, W8 and W9 had large contributions from the hamstrings (BFLH, SEMT), biarticular
muscles that aid in hip extension. W10 had large contributions from trunk muscles. Gray shaded and outlined SF muscle synergies were active during A-P
perturbations (n � 44). For active SF muscle synergies, shaded muscle synergies were well-reconstructed with a delayed feedback model based on CoM motion
across A-P trials (34/44). Outlined muscle synergies (10/44) were poorly reconstructed by the feedback model. Of these 10 SF muscle synergies, 6 had major
contribution of mono- and biarticular muscles acting at the hip. Numbers indicate r values for comparisons.
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tribute to a temporal EMG pattern. For example, in forward
perturbations, EMG activity of ADMG during the start epoch
is mainly reconstructed with W6 (blue). In the late plateau and
stop epochs, W1 (red) is the major contributor to ADMG
activity. Similarly, the initial burst of PERO in backward
perturbations is reconstructed with W2 (orange) with a contri-
bution of W6 (blue) to reconstruct later activity.

Feedback model reconstructions of SF muscle synergy re-
cruitment patterns were also able to reconstruct muscle activity
throughout postural responses to perturbations (Fig. 10, right).
By replacing SF muscle synergy recruitment patterns deter-
mined by NNMF with feedback model recruitment patterns,
EMG activity was reconstructed throughout A-P perturbations
in all trials for all subjects (r2 � 0.65 � 0.22; VAF � 85 �
11%). However, correlation values were significantly lower
than those for EMG reconstructed from NNMF recruitment
patterns (P � 0.01 for r2 and VAF). This discrepancy may be
due to the low-frequency signal of feedback model recruitment
patterns being unable to reproduce higher-frequency oscilla-
tions seen in EMG patterns. Alternatively, high-frequency
oscillations in SF muscle synergy recruitment patterns may
represent high-frequency coupling of muscles due to either a
slightly different form of feedback or the superposition of CoM
feedback with other concurrent feedback mechanisms. Never-
theless, Nsyn-S SF muscle synergies with feedback model re-
cruitment patterns still reconstructed EMG activity signifi-
cantly better than TF muscle synergies in all subjects with
either Nsyn-T (r2 � 0.35 � 0.17; VAF � 78 � 11%; P � 0.01
for r2 and VAF) or Nsyn-S (r2 � 0.51 � 0.17; VAF � 84 � 8%;
P � 0.01 for r2) TF muscle synergies.

DISCUSSION

Summary

Taken together, our results suggest that the nervous system
produces motor outputs by using a multisensory estimate of
task-level variables to modulate SF muscle synergies. SF
muscle synergies provide a low-dimensional sensorimotor
transformation whereby task-level variables can be mapped to
execution-level variables that define the spatiotemporal pat-
terns of muscles. For standing balance control, many of the
identified SF muscle synergies were recruited throughout pos-
tural perturbations by delayed feedback on the task-level vari-
ables defined by CoM kinematics. Thus the low-dimensional
organizations of the temporal and spatial features of muscle
coordination are independent during postural responses to
perturbations. These results are consistent with a hierarchical
neural control scheme in which a low-dimensional feedback
structure recruits SF muscle synergies.

Feedback Control of SF Muscle Synergies
for Standing Balance

Our results support the idea that the temporal modulation of
SF muscle synergies is a general neural mechanism for pro-
ducing a wide range of both feedforward and feedback move-
ments. Here, we showed that SF muscle synergies are modu-
lated on a much finer timescale (10 ms) than prior studies
(Torres-Oviedo et al. 2006; Torres-Oviedo and Ting 2010) and
that the same SF muscle synergies are recruited throughout the
entire time course of muscle activity that extends beyond the

end of the perturbation. In contrast, prior studies only investi-
gated SF muscle synergies in a few coarse (75 ms) time bins
during the initial postural response and did not include decel-
eration epochs that have more variable spatial and temporal
patterns of muscle activation (Carpenter et al. 2005). We
studied the entire time course of postural stabilization and
found that despite the differences in body configuration and
dynamics in later epochs, SF muscle synergies nonetheless had
consistent structure across perturbation epochs but could be
recruited differently from trial to trial, consistent with previous
studies (Torres-Oviedo and Ting 2007). Similarly, SF muscle
synergies have been shown to be modulated throughout vol-
untary tasks that alter limb configuration, including upper limb
reaching movements (Cheung et al. 2009; Muceli et al. 2010).
SF muscle synergies are also shared across motor tasks with
different dynamics (Cheung et al. 2005; d’Avella and Bizzi
2005; Kargo et al. 2010). Moreover, SF muscle synergies are
preserved after the removal of sensory feedback, but the
temporal recruitment of muscle synergies is altered (Cheung et
al. 2005). Similarly, in poststroke hemiparesis, the timing of SF
muscle synergy recruitment during gait is impaired, but the
structure of SF muscle synergies is similar to that found in
healthy subjects (Clark et al. 2010).

Our results suggest that the temporal recruitment of SF
muscle synergies during human balance control is constrained
by low-dimensional task variables. Previously, constraints
have been identified in the temporal structure of muscle activ-
ity using TF muscle synergies (Cappellini et al. 2006; Ivanenko
et al. 2004, 2005); alternatively, no constraints on temporal
structure have been applied when using SF muscle synergies
(Hart and Giszter 2004; Saltiel et al. 2001; Torres-Oviedo and
Ting 2007). Here we demonstrate that the temporal constraints
on the recruitment of SF muscle synergies are decoupled from
the spatial constraints in human postural control, as also shown
in corrective movements in frog (Kargo and Giszter 2000) and
deletions during fictive locomotion in decerebrate cats (Mc-
Crea and Rybak 2008). Recently, delayed feedback of CoM
was shown to reconstruct the temporal activity of several
individual muscles in unidirectional postural responses (Lock-
hart and Ting 2007; Welch and Ting 2008, 2009). We extend
this work to show that SF muscle synergy recruitment is also
modulated by task-level feedback both throughout and across
trials, providing a hierarchical, low-dimensional organization
of temporal features of muscle coordination. Our formulation
is particularly useful in postural control, where the temporal
recruitment patterns of muscle synergies are modifiable from
trial to trial.

SF Versus TF Muscle Synergies

We found that SF muscle synergies produced better data
reconstructions when using a small number of components and
yielded more physiologically interpretable results than TF
muscle synergies. Because SF muscle synergies have different
preferred directions of activation, only a subset of SF muscle
synergies was necessary to reconstruct muscle activity for any
given perturbation direction. Similarly, directional tuning is
seen in many populations of cells in the nervous system
(Georgopoulos et al. 1982; Hubel and Wiesel 1962; Weinstein
et al. 1991). By contrast, a majority of TF muscle synergies
were necessary to reconstruct muscle activity for any given
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perturbation direction, regardless of the number of muscle
synergies extracted (Fig. 5B). Increasing the number of TF
muscle synergies resulted in components that were more finely
localized in time yet were still recruited across all perturbation
directions and muscles, ultimately achieving the resolution of
the EMG signal. Because the same temporal commands are

recruited across perturbation directions, the muscles recruited
by TF components must be rearranged to account for the
trial-by-trial variations in muscle recruitment both across and
within perturbation directions (Fig. 6B). As a result, in a
postural task, TF muscle synergies can only reveal muscle
patterns at an instant in time. Thus it is difficult to interpret the
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functional significance of temporal components in balance
control. In contrast, SF muscle synergies can account for
muscle activation patterns across trials and direction by rela-
tively modest changes in their temporal recruitment patterns
(Fig. 6A). Because SF muscle synergies can be variably re-
cruited across trials and directions, SF muscle synergies reveal
muscle coactivation patterns across a variety of timescales.

TF muscle synergies have been identified previously during
feedforward tasks in which there may not have been sufficient
dissociation of spatial and temporal features to identify the
underlying structure of motor outputs. For example, the ste-
reotyped cyclical motor patterns in locomotion make it difficult
to dissociate spatial and temporal control of movement in
walking tasks. Although aspects of locomotion are under
feedback control (Kuo 2002; Lam et al. 2006; Reisman et al.
2005), the basic pattern of muscle activity is produced in a
feedforward manner (Winter and Yack 1987). As such, muscle
groups are activated at consistent phases of gait across walking
speeds and gait patterns (Nilsson et al. 1985). Thus the data can
appear to have either a fixed temporal or a fixed spatial
structure. For example, the variability in EMG during locomo-
tor tasks can be equally explained with TF (Ivanenko et al.
2004; Krouchev et al. 2006; Monaco et al. 2010) or SF (Clark
et al. 2010) muscle synergies. Moreover, muscle activity dur-
ing other voluntary tasks such as primate grasping or frog
kicking, swimming, and jumping can be explained with muscle
synergies with covarying spatiotemporal structure (d’Avella
and Bizzi 2005; Overduin et al. 2008). In contrast to walking,
perturbations separate and resolve such covariations (Kargo
and Giszter 2000; Kargo et al. 2010); postural responses allow
for the dissociation of spatial and temporal features of muscle
coordination, which have similar temporal structure but recruit
different muscles (Nashner 1976) across perturbation direc-
tions (Henry et al. 1998; Macpherson 1988). Moreover, very
different temporal patterns can be elicited by varying pertur-
bation characteristics, which can still be explained by CoM
feedback (Lockhart and Ting 2007).

Neural Substrates for Recruitment and Structure
of Muscle Synergies

The mapping of task variables to muscle activity via SF
muscle synergies is consistent with divergence in hierarchical
neural structures. To produce desired motor outputs, multiple
joints must be coordinated (Zajac and Gordon 1989). By
coordinating muscles across joints, SF muscle synergies pro-
duce biomechanical functions to achieve motor outputs. The
multijoint coordination patterns seen in SF muscle synergies
mirror CNS structure: corticomotoneuronal, reticulospinal, and
spinal cord interneurons are known to have divergent projec-
tions to multiple motoneurons (Jankowska 1992; Turton et al.

1993). Moreover, interneurons have been shown to project in
patterns that match the structure of SF muscle synergies (Hart
and Giszter 2010). Depending on the task, muscle synergies
have been hypothesized to be encoded at different levels of the
CNS, including motor cortex for grasping (d’Avella et al.
2008; Overduin et al. 2008), brain stem for postural control
(Torres-Oviedo et al. 2006; Torres-Oviedo and Ting 2007), and
spinal cord for locomotion (Drew et al. 2008) and other
voluntary and reactive tasks (Bizzi et al. 1991; Giszter et al.
1993; Hart and Giszter 2010; Saltiel et al. 2001). Because the
same muscle synergies can be used across tasks, it is likely that
they can be accessed with multiple neural control schemes in a
hierarchical fashion, regardless of their location in the nervous
system.

The representation of global task variables such as CoM
requires multisensory integration to estimate and reflects con-
vergence in hierarchical neural structures. To estimate CoM, it
is necessary to know the configuration of all body segments
and their associated masses. Thus CoM must be estimated by
integrating proprioceptive information across body segments
with vestibular and/or visual information (Peterka 2002). Many
diverse postural paradigms have suggested that CoM governs
muscle activity during standing balance in a feedback manner
(Gollhofer et al. 1989; Kuo 1995; Peterka 2000, 2002; van der
Kooij and de Vlugt 2007). As a global task-level variable, CoM
is more tightly regulated in postural control than local variables
such as joint angles (Allum and Carpenter 2005; Brown et al.
2001; Gollhofer et al. 1989; Krishnamoorthy et al. 2003;
Scholz and Schoner 1999). Task-level feedback is implicated
in electrophysiological studies as well: in primate motor cor-
tex, pyramidal neurons are found to respond to task-level
variables during voluntary reaching such as movement direc-
tion, velocity, and end point force (Georgopoulos et al. 1986,
1992). Limb length and orientation can be assembled from
afferent signals in both the dorsal root ganglia (Weber et al.
2007) and the dorsal spinocerebellar tract (Bosco et al. 1996).

Task-level variables provide a low-dimensional neural con-
trol scheme that may be mapped to individual muscles via
low-dimensional muscle synergies. It has been proposed that
the nervous system could make use of sensory feedback to
estimate the body’s state and achieve a desired movement
trajectory through low-dimensional control (Todorov 2004).
By using task-level feedback to recruit SF muscle synergies, it
may be possible for the nervous system to reliably control
task-level variables. Using SF muscle synergies, low-dimen-
sional control has been demonstrated to be sufficient to simu-
late effective locomotion (Neptune et al. 2009). Kargo and
Giszter (2010) showed that simulations of frog wiping trajec-
tories are more accurate when using feedback modulation of
SF muscle synergies than without proprioceptive feedback.

Fig. 9. Feedback model reconstruction of SF muscle synergy recruitment patterns. Data are shown for subject 2. A: reconstruction of recruitment patterns in a
forward and backward perturbation. SF muscle synergies (W1–W6) are differentially recruited throughout A-P perturbations. Active SF muscle synergies
(shaded) were reconstructed with a delayed feedback model based on CoM motion. W1, W2, and W6 were well-reconstructed across trials (mean r2 � 0.5 or
mean VAF � 75% for all trials). W2 was poorly reconstructed over trials. W5 was well-reconstructed in forward perturbations but poorly reconstructed in
backward perturbations. Both W1 and W6 have major contributions from mono- and biarticular muscles affecting the trunk (REAB, RFEM, GMED).
Reconstructions are only shown for 1 trial for ease of interpretation. Colored lines, SF muscle synergy recruitment patterns; black lines, feedback model
reconstructions. B: reconstruction of muscle synergy W1 for all forward trials. Intertrial differences in SF muscle synergy recruitment can be accounted for by
differences in CoM kinematics. Using a single set of feedback gains, the feedback model can account for trial-by-trial variability in recruitment for SF muscle
synergies. Numbers indicate r2 (top) and VAF (bottom) values for reconstructions. Gray lines, CoM kinematics; colored lines, muscle synergy recruitment
patterns; black lines, feedback model reconstructions.
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Fig. 10. Reconstruction of individual muscle activity with SF muscle synergy recruitment patterns determined from nonnegative matrix factorization (NNMF)
(unconstrained, left) and the feedback model (right) for a forward (A) and a backward (B) perturbation. Data are shown for subject 2. Although recruitment
patterns determined from NNMF explain the variability better than recruitment patterns determined from the feedback model, both methods of extraction have
high correlation values for active muscles in A-P perturbations. Both SF muscle synergy recruitment patterns reconstructed muscle activation patterns
significantly better than when using Nsyn-T (P � 0.01 for r2 and VAF) or Nsyn-S (P � 0.01 for r2) TF muscle synergy recruitment patterns (data not shown). Gray
lines, smoothed EMG; black lines, reconstructed EMG; colored lines, individual SF muscle synergy contributions.
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Berniker et al. (2009) also suggested that neural commands
would be driven by task-level variables; simulations of SF
muscle synergy recruitment using low-dimensional, task-level
control provided a more accurate prediction of frog hindlimb
muscle activity than other control schemes. In cat reaching,
pyramidal tract neurons are found to discharge in a manner
related to task dynamics and muscle synergy recruitment (Ya-
kovenko et al. 2011).

Competing Influences on Muscle Activation During Standing
Balance Control

Aside from CoM, our results suggest that other task variables
such as orientation may also be important for recruiting SF muscle
synergies that had actions at the hip. Trunk orientation has been
proposed as a competing task variable on postural responses
(Kluzik et al. 2005; Macpherson et al. 1997; Massion 1994).
Similarly, neurons in the reticular formation have been shown to
respond to task-level variables such as orientation (Deliagina et al.
2008) or equilibrium (Schepens et al. 2008; Stapley and Drew
2009). Moreover, sensory feedback and descending control may
have a greater influence on muscle activity at the hip because of
the biomechanics of bipedal stance. However, muscle synergies
with hip involvement were recruited in a manner inconsistent with
changes in hip angle kinematics or vertical deviation. Thus local
control of hip angle is unlikely to account for SF muscle synergy
recruitment. As opposed to local variables, the nervous system
may be integrating and responding to a combination of joint
kinematics. Because joint torques are coupled across body seg-
ments during postural responses (Alexandrov et al. 1998), it is
likely that the combinations of joint kinematics are integrated into
a task-level variable, such as maintaining a vertical orientation of
the lower limb or minimizing the overall bending of the joints.

In addition to recruiting SF muscle synergies, there may be
other neural influences underlying muscle activation in human
postural control. Despite the consistency of SF muscle synergies
throughout perturbations, SF muscle synergy structure was
slightly less consistent in later epochs versus earlier epochs. While
SF muscle synergies may reflect an underlying neural structure for
producing motor outputs, observed muscle activity is the result of
a superposition of a variety of commands in the nervous system
(Horak et al. 1997; Ting 2007). Later muscle activity could be due
to descending cognitive influences that act at longer latencies,
possibly via corticospinal loops and/or brain stem interactions
(Jacobs and Horak 2007). Sensory feedback via local and/or
global circuits may also affect muscle activity, since postural
control is an ongoing task that is dependent on sensory cues for an
estimate of body position and orientation (Macpherson et al. 1997;
Massion 1994). Altered sensory feedback of multiple modalities
has been known to modulate muscular patterns in postural re-
sponses (Honeycutt and Nichols 2010; Stapley et al. 2002, 2006),
and sensory feedback has been shown to slightly alter the com-
position of SF muscle synergies (Cheung et al. 2005).

The deviations in our predictions from actual data may be
explained in part by inherent methodological limitations of our
analyses. Using NNMF, we performed SF muscle synergy
analysis on 16 EMG signals during small epochs throughout
the postural response. Because component analysis algorithms
such as NNMF are used to parse out salient features of muscle
coordination, more robust muscle synergies can be identified
when the EMG variability is high. When the extraction epoch

is reduced, the data set contains less EMG variability; as a
result, SF muscle synergies identified from these smaller ep-
ochs can reflect smaller variations in EMG. Interestingly,
additional SF muscle synergies were most often identified
when extracted from early epochs that have most often been
studied in postural responses (Henry et al. 1998; Macpherson
1988; Ting and Macpherson 2005; Torres-Oviedo and Ting
2007). Some of these previously identified SF muscle syner-
gies may reflect smaller variations during these epochs and
may be less indicative of the actual spatial structure of muscle
coordination patterns. Additionally, the reconstructions of
high-frequency oscillations in EMG activity and SF muscle
synergy recruitment patterns were limited because we used
low-frequency kinematic signals as inputs. Nevertheless, our
reconstructions were still able to explain the majority of the
variability in SF muscle synergy recruitment patterns, suggest-
ing that higher-frequency variations in muscle synergy recruit-
ment may not be significant. Finally, ramp-and-hold perturba-
tions artificially correlate joint and CoM kinematics, making it
difficult to establish truly independent correlations with SF
muscle synergy activity. In a natural environment, these vari-
ables may be decoupled; alternative perturbations that de-
couple these variables (Kung et al. 2009) may need to be
explored to better our understanding of neural control schemes.
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